The utopian urge to separate the world's nuclear-fuel cycles from national strategic ambitions has merit.
climate change. The existing enrichment capacity of countries such as Brazil and Japan makes them virtual weapons states -they could arm in months if they so wished.
Iran has made much of its 'inalienable right' under the 1970 nuclear non-proliferation treaty (NPT) to develop uranium-enrichment technology. Its insistence that this is a purely civilian endeavour rings manifestly false to many expert ears, for good reason. Beyond the various lines of evidence that support this scepticism lies the more general question of why bother. After all, neither Iran nor any other country has in principle any need to create national enrichment facilities. The international market for enriched uranium for civil use is efficient and well served, and good models for multilateral control already exist. Multilaterally owned or operated fuel banks have been on the agenda since the detonation of the first nuclear bomb. The concept of multilateral enrichment facilities provided by existing technology owners is an idea whose time has come: we should embrace it (see page 380).
Such a solution requires a reinterpretation of the terms of the nuclear compromise embedded in the NPT, which offers countries unlimited opportunities for civilian nuclear development in return for forswearing proliferation. If new national enrichment facilities continue to be allowed, any nation that fears international sanctions somewhere down the line would have good reason to develop such facilities regardless of whether it also had military ambitions for the technology, as a matter of energy security. A fuel bank set in some way 'above politics' might help allay such fears -but that carrot would probably not, in itself, be enough. A further necessary condition for success would be that the nuclear-weapon states must themselves keep their part of the disarmament bargain (see Nature 451, 107; 2008).
In general, this journal believes that all nations should be allowed to develop scientific and technological capacities as they wish. There is no merit in developing nations sitting as passive consumers of the knowledge and know-how that the developed world already boasts. But some technologies are exceptional.
■

Competition and noise
Mitt Romney's pledge to plough $20 billion a year into energy research may signal an unseemly bidding war.
I
t was, some commentators said, the mother of all panders. When Republican presidential contender Mitt Romney told a Detroit audience that he would increase US federal funding in energy research, automotive technology and materials science fivefold, to a cool $20 billion a year, those inside the Beltway shrugged. In the Motor City, though, the idea had more play. Romney's upbeat, goget-' em approach may have resonated with voters, and he duly won the Michigan primary the next day.
Romney is only one of half-a-dozen viable candidates for this November's presidential election, and his ambitious proposal is unlikely to be put into effect. It is nevertheless significant, because it points to how the United States may choose to respond to the danger of an economic recession that would spread to the country at large the woes already felt by many voters in Michigan.
President Bush and Congress are already scrambling to put together a stimulus package to stave off recession. 
